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Message from Mr. Ogi

Message by Mr. Adolf Ogi
Special Adviser to the United Nations Secretary-General

on Sport for Development and Peace
Under-Secretary-General

to the participants of the

Global Peace Games 2007
for Children and Youth

Dear Children and Youth,

Welcome to the Global Peace Games 2007. Today represents the 7th Global Peace Games that
the United Nations has supported. The United Nations supports the Games because of the
important message which these Games convey. The Global Peace Games are not just about fun
and participation, but are also about spreading a message of peace and tolerance throughout the
world.
By taking part in the Global Peace Games 2007, you are showing to the world that through sport,
it does not matter from which country, religion, ethnic or socio-economic group you come from,
you can join together peacefully and participate in the Global Peace Games. You are an example
to your friends and family who are not participating in these Games, you are showing them that
barriers can be broken down through sport.
The Global Peace Games are also important for each of you personally. You will learn the
importance of values such as honesty, discipline, fair play, respect for oneself and others, and
adherence to the rules. You will learn that even if you win or lose, you must be humble and show
respect to your teammates and your competitors. Playing as a team will set the basis for a
friendship, a friendship which goes beyond these Global Peace Games, a friendship created
through sport. The convening power of sport brought you together, in countries all over the world,
regardless of your ability, gender, race, political or religious beliefs.
Throughout the world during the Games, the flame of sport, happiness and friendship is burning.
In that spirit, I wish that you all enjoy the Global Peace Games 2007 and I join with you in the
“global handshake of friendship”.
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Message from Mr. Blatter

LE PRESIDENT

Message for the Global Peace Games
Your participation in the Global Peace Games shows that our sport can provide hope,
especially to young boys and girls from all over the world. It is a chance to meet other
people through a joyful and positive sport. Through our game, even members of
opposing sides in conflicts have the opportunity to learn and bond with each other on a
neutral basis.
Football is capable of playing a central role in establishing friendships, fighting
discrimination, promoting projects and so much more besides. It is a powerful platform
that helps to foster fair play, equality, health education for everyone.
As you can see, football is a sport that transcends its primary role. It is such a powerful
development tool. I believe that football at all levels – and not just the World Cup level –
helps players to develop their own technique, tactical abilities and personal dynamism,
all while strengthening team spirit. Football truly is a school of life and I am certain that
each and every one of you will benefit personally, just as society in general will.
I hope you all enjoy a wonderful competition. For the Game. For the World.

Joseph S. Blatter
FIFA President
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Introduction

REPORT ON THE 2007 GLOBAL PEACE GAMES
for

CHILDREN AND YOUTH

The 2007 Global Peace Games for Children and Youth took place in 54 countries,
the largest number since the Games began in 2001.  Thousands of participants in
communities around the world celebrated the Games and the culture of peace and
nonviolence. The common purpose of the Games is captured in the words of the
UNESCO Manifesto for Peace created by Nobel Laureates.  Each participant at the
Games had the opportunity to sign the Manifesto that pledges them to respect all
life, reject all violence, share with others,  listen to understand, preserve the planet,
and contribute to the development of community. The Games embraced the themes
of the United Nations International Day of Peace, the United Nations Millennium
Goals and the objectives of FIFA Fair Play.   Special messages were read at all sites
from Mr. Adolf Ogi, the Special Advisor to the United Nations Secretary General on
Sport for Peace and Development and Mr. Joseph Blatter, the President of FIFA

This version of the 2007 Report on the Global Peace Games for Children and Youth
includes brief summaries of each country and participating organization. The web version
of the Report (www.playsoccer-nonprofit.org) provides the full text submitted by the
participating organizations, together with many additional photos. They tell a fun, joyous
and educational story about the events and activities that took place in each country, and
about the friendship and commitment of those children and youth to make the world a
better place.
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ABOUT THE REPORT AND CERTIFICATE:  PLAY SOCCER prepares the Report and the Certificate.
All photos contained in the report from participating organizations are the property of these organizations.
At the international level, PLAY SOCCER provides the leadership to initiate and organize the Games in
strong partnership with SOS Children’s Villages, Right to Play and many other organizations.  At the local
level many organizations and individuals join this effort, and information about all participants is noted
whenever possible and as received in the country write-ups for the Report.
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Country Reports

ALBANIA

Activities were held within the SOS Children’s Villages, Tirana, Albania, from
October 15 through 18. After the reading of Mr. Ogi’s message, all children and adults
put hands together and hugged each other. Activities included children drawing a “Peace
Day” picture, volleyball matches between SOS and external teams, a football match
between an SOS team and Tirana school team, and a marathon run by children from the
village and from Tirana city. All the participants in the games—children, youth, and
adults, a total of 317 people—signed the manifesto for peace.

ARGENTINA

In line with the arrival of spring, last
September 21 we celebrated World Day of
Peace. On Sunday, in the neighborhood
Hosteria San Antonio, SOS Children’s
Villages Lujan conducted the Global Peace
Games for Children and Youth 2007. Activities
included a luncheon and various sports games.
In the afternoon white balloons containing
various messages related to the theme of world
peace were released.
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AZERBAIJAN

SOS Children’s Village Baku held the
Global Peace Games on September 29 and
October 7. 8 teams of 10 children each took
part in a traditional football competition,
and all of the participants signed the
Manifesto for Peace. Playbus held its
activities on September 21 and October 12,
with 80 children and 13 adults participating;
activities included making a poster and
mobile, team games, and signing the
Manifesto. At SOS Children’s Village
Ganja, on September 29, 70 children and
youth took part in a “drawing on asphalt”
competition, and signed the Manifesto for Peace.

BENIN

SOS Children’s Villages Benin organized the global peace games for children and youth
on Saturday, September 29th. 500 children and youth were invited to take part in the
games. The opening ceremony was attended by traditional kings of Ouake and Abomey-
Calavi.  It featured a speech by Mr Salimane Issifoy, poems, awarding of prizes for an
earlier drawing competition, reading of messages from Mr. Ogi and Mr. Blatter, and the
release of doves. The children then played badminton, tennis, football, and other games
symbolizing peace. More than 450 people signed the Manifesto for Peace.
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BOSNIA AND HERZEGOVINA

SOS Children’s Village Bosnia organized the Global Peace Games for the fifth
consecutive year. Before the Games, children from 27 houses of both Children’s Villages
had discussions about peace and sports. Guests at the Games, held on September 11 in
SOS Children’s Village Sarajevo, included football players from national and city teams.
In the opening ceremony, children from the Village read the Manifest for Peace and
messages from Mr. Ogi and Mr. Blatter. Then followed “Games without Borders”; funny
games including dancing with balloons and walking in funny shoes. Then 94 participants
signed the Manifest for peace.

BULGARIA

From 27 August to 01 September SOS Children’s Village Trjavna in Bulgaria hosted
Spartakiada, an annual sporting event within the frames of the Global Peace Games, with
participation of children from the Bulgarian, Romanian and Macedonian SOS
Children’s Villages. This year’s event brought together 75 children from five Villages
who competed in football, basketball, track running and field athletics, table tennis and
chess. On opening day, the children paraded the sports’ field, sang their national anthems,
and raised the national flags. The Spartakiada was proclaimed officially open by the
Mayor of the town of Trjavna who symbolically kicked the first ball at the opening
match.
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BURKINA FASO

No report received.

BURUNDI

 On November 1, at Bujumbura, SOS Children’s Villages Burundi celebrated the 2007
Global Peace Games for Children and Youth, consisting of a soccer tournament that
gathered 8 teams from secondary schools within the “Centre for the Peace”. Before the
final match over 2000 children and youth participated in a peace march to the stadium. At
the stadium, songs and peace messages were heard, followed by drummers and dancers;
then a handshake of friendship was exchanged and the public affixed over 1300
signatures on the manifesto. The final match was won one to nil by SOS HG Secondary
School.
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CAMEROON

Peace Games were celebrated in Cameroon by PLAY SOCCER Cameroon in Upper
Bessi, by SOS Children’s Villages Cameroon in Mbalmayo and Douala, and by Le
Club optimiste Du Cameroun. In the PLAY SOCCER celebration, opening speeches
were followed by reading of messages, a handshake of friendship, and signing the
Manifesto for Peace (1033 signatures). Despite bad weather, sports activities included a
sack race, tug-of-war, balloon race, and mini soccer match. Following opening
ceremonies at the Children’s Villages site, activities included dance, sketches, poems,
athletics, football, handball, and Karate, and signing the Manifesto (100 signatures).

CANADA

Canadian Soccer Marketing and Development Group
held the Global Peace Games on Saturday, September 22,
in Manitoulin Island, Ontario, Canada, in the aboriginal
community Wikwemikong First Nation. All the used and
donated new gear that the organization had collected in
the past year was available for distribution amongst the
youth that attended. The youth were genuinely high-
spirited and keen on soccer—they all had a blast. One shy
pre-teen girl watched from the end zone, and by the end
of her visit had enjoyed the match she took in and wanted
gear for herself. All youth were given a ball to take home
with them to practice.
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CAPE VERDE

On September 22, SOS Children’s Villages Cap Verde organized the Global Peace
Games at Várzea Football National Stadium in the city of Praia. 122 children, under 15
years old, competed in friendship, fair play, peace and non-violence in a football
tournament. After a welcoming address, children read messages from Mr. Ogi and Mr.
Blatter.  In addition to soccer games, the SOS Villages Assomada and Karate School
performed a mixture of dance and martial arts from Brazil. At the end of the games, all
the participants received a chain medal and a KIT containing soft drinks, water and a
sandwich.

CHAD

Over one thousand Sudanese refugee children and youth from Darfur living camps in
Eastern Chad joined the rest of world in the celebration of the International Day of Peace
and the 2007 Global Peace Games. In a three-day long program, Right To Play Chad led
a series of activities that included football matches between refugee and host population
children and youth and Right To Play games that focus on peace education and fair play.
In Iridimi, football competitions were organized in collaboration with the local office of
the UNHCR, local authorities and other implementing partners such as the Chadian Red
Cross and CCF.
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COLOMBIA

Global Peace Games were held on September 22-23 by
Contexto Urgano Foundation/Colombia Network
Football Development and Peace. In addition,
FUTBOL A LA CALLE in the city of Cali reported
that in 2007 they served 1500 children in Popayan, 480
children in Cali, and 520 children in Ibague.

DOMINICAN REPUBLIC

SOS Children’s Villages held the Peace
Games on September 21-28. Activities
were divided in: sport (basketball,
volleyball, athletics, and chess) and
recreation (traditional child games of the
Dominican culture) with a total of 325
participating children and adolescents. The
first day started with a parade by primary
students, followed by raising the
Dominican flag and singing the national
anthem. Messages from Mr. Ogi and Mr.
Blatter and the Manifesto for Peace were
read, and 231 children signed the Manifesto.
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GAMBIA

SOS Children’s Villages The Gambia celebrated the 7th edition of the Global Peace
Games on September 22 at the Serrekunda East football field (Latrikunda) with football
matches for children (7 to 10 years old) and youth (4 female and 4 male teams).
Participating teams received a bundle of T-shirts and footballs; each team received a
certificate of participation, and every one of the 120 team members received a chain
medal. Before the kick-off, the participants listened to a series of messages, including
those from Mr. Ogi and Mr. Blatter, and everyone in the stadium repeated the pledge
after an SOS Child.

GHANA

In Ghana, Peace Games were held by PLAY SOCCER Ghana, RTP Ghana, and SOS
Ghana. 160 children took part in the games organized by PLAY SOCCER. After the
opening prayer and welcome, the Peace Message was read. The games started with a tug-
of-war followed by 5-a-side football. Play Soccer Ghana under 10 won both boys and
girls division against Angels Fan Club, and Redeemer Fan Club won the Under 17
tournament. A miniature cup was presented to the winners. The children later signed the
games manifesto for the day.
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GUATEMALA

The Global Peace Games were carried out this year in
Guatemala with the participation of five SOS
Children’s Villages and other NGOs. The activity
began with the reading of the messages from Mr.
Blatter and Mr. Ogi, and the Peace Manifesto. After
Mario Monterrosa made the opening goal kick, the
games started with football games and swimming
competitions—in all, twelve different football games
took place. Children also made kites and expressed
their opinion about peace with drawings, phrases, and
paintings on a peace mural.

GUINEA

This year in Guinea the Global Peace Games took place in the SOS Children’s Village,
with football, athletism, social games. Youth and children male and female joined the
youth and children of SOS of the same
gender and they had a day of fun and
games. Members of the Guinea Football
Association joined us and together we
monitored, observed, refereed and
judged. The messages from Mr. Ogi and
Mr. Blatter were read to all the
participants. The best teams and athletes
won trophies, but all the participants went
back home with the feeling and attitude
of a winner, because they participated to
this noble event.
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GUINEA BISSAU

From it inception, Guinea Bissau has celebrated the Global Peace Games.  This year the
Games started on September 19 with the
elimination rounds played in the FIFA
funded sports centre of SOS Children’s
Village Bissau. The final match was played
on September 21 in the football field of the
Pefine neighborhood, and was won by
Ajohermag, the SOS Youth team. The spirit
of Fair Play was respected by all the players
and their supporters as they fully understood
that the Games were played to celebrate
peace. Dignitaries from the community were
present, as well as many children who came
to support their team.

HUNGARY

SOS Children’s Village Kecskemét hosted the event on August 24. The concept of the
event was to gather football teams of “street children” and organize a championship for
them. Altogether seven teams (84 children) participated in the championship, out of
which two were from the Children’s Village. The whole day event included the games as
well as concerts, folk performances, articraft workshops. At the opening ceremony, the
concept and history of the Global Peace Games were announced and the participants
signed the Manifesto. The participating children played in good spirit and according to
the fair play rules.
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ISRAEL

    

The Peres Center for Peace and the Al Quds Association for Democracy and
Dialogue participated together in the Global Peace Games on September 20. Some 90
girls from Palestinian and Israeli communities took part in a celebratory program of art
and cookery workshops and sports games. Families of the participants prepared a
sumptuous Ramadan feast. The girls then made artworks which symbolized their hopes
and dreams for future peace. After a reading of the Peace Manifesto and the Special
Message from Mr. Ogi, which was translated into Arabic and Hebrew, the youth took
part in sports games in mixed Palestinian-Israeli groups.

KAZAKHSTAN

On October 10, mini-football tournaments took place at SOS Children’s Villages
Temirtau. 23 children, aged 8 to 13, played on football teams from Children’s Villages
in Astana and Temirtau, and from Karaganda Art School. The Message from Mr. Ogi
was read, and all children, guests, and referees signed the Manifesto for Peace. The
Challenge Cup for first place was awarded to the team from Karaganda Art School.
Following the tournament, the children had a farewell dinner and small excursion around
Temirtau city. Though not all children were satisfied with the game result, the
tournament provided all the participants with feeling of tolerance and friendship.
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KYRGYZSTAN

Football tournaments celebrating the Global Peace
Games were held at SOS Children’s Village
Cholponata on September 21, and at SOS Hermann
Gmeiner School Bishkek, on September 28. In
Cholponata, the match was between a team from the
Village and a tem from the community; the football
players were students of grades 7-9. During the
preparations for the match and during the games the
boys learned the importance of fair play, discipline,
respect for others and adherence to the rules. In
Bishkek, the Hermann Gmeiner School in Bishkek
welcomed a football team from a local school and
spectators from three different schools.

LIBERIA

Between September 22 and 30, Christian Home in Liberating Destitute Child in
Monrovia held activities in three regions of Liberia: 16 teams in 6 competitions, 300
youths in a parade, 300 signatures (including 105 girls). Right to Play organized
activities including youth and amputees football, women kickball, drama and music
shows, and 89 children and youth signed the Manifesto. In Kabada, Liberia Standard
Academy and Liberia Youth Network held games from October 3 to 6 with
participation of 9 boys teams and 2 girls kickball teams, and 800 spectators and players
signed the Manifesto for Peace. Games were also held in Barklayville, with 400
signatures obtained. SOS Children’s Village, Monrovia, also held World Peace Games.
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MACEDONIA

See BULGARIA

MALAWI

PLAY SOCCER Malawi conducted Global Peace Games at three sites, Bangwe,
Chigumula, and Ndirande on November 24. Activities included matches for girls and
boys aged 8-14 as well as drama and poetry recitals on a theme centered on the fight
against malaria. 5000 children at Bangwe and 7500 at Chigumula participated in the
event. At Ndirande, over 10000 children participated in events including sack race, apple
eating, needle race acrobatics, netball, under 7 football games between boys and girls,
and women soccer. In the communities, the UN and FIFA messages were read in English
and translated versions and 22,500 signatures were collected for the Manifesto.

MALI

 The 5th Edition of the World Games for Peace was held by SOS Children's Village
Mopti Socoura on September 23 in Sévaré. Over a thousand participants, included the

Mayor and his staff, local officials, SOS
mothers, children, and staff, and
schoolchildren of Sévaré (Mopti) attended.
The celebration featured a football match
between a team from the Children's Village
and the local Danaya Club team. The
spectators applauded the skills of the players
in the match, which was won by Danaya
Club. The Manifesto for Peace was displayed
during the ceremony, and received about 800
signatures.
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MEXICO

SOS Children’s Village Morelia, Michoacán, hosted the Global Peace Games on
September 29 and 30. They were joined by children from Villages in Huehuetoca,
Mexico State; Mexico, D.F; and
Tehuacán, Puebla. 170 children and
adolescents took part in the sport
activities. The games were inaugurated
with the messages of Mr Ogi and Mr
Blatter and the signing of the Manifesto
for Peace. Sport activities included
football matches for children of different
ages, basketball games, and 100 and 200-
meter races. In addition there was a visit
to a zoo and a party with Latin-American
music.

MOROCCO

SOS Children's Village Imzouren celebrated the Peace Games on September 21 with
380 participants. Following the reading of the message, the children formed 4 football
teams and played with great enthusiasm. On September 22, SOS Children's Village Dar
Bouazza held a sports day with reading and signing the Peace Manifesto, then sports
including table tennis and football, with 121 children and 30 adults participating. Also on
September 22, SOS Children's Village and SOS Hermann Gmeiner School of Ait
Ourir organized football and other activities with 450 children. On September 23, Games
were organized by SOS Children's Village El Jadida. Activities there included reading
of messages, making a giant Peace painting, and a 6-team football tournament. 272
signatures were collected on the Manifesto.
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MOZAMBIQUE

To celebrate the Global Peace Games, Global Peace Day festivals were held by Right to
Play with partner organizations during the last week of September and the first week of
October. More than 1,400 children and 148 Coaches participated. Children were divided
into play stations for local and traditional games that focus on peace and social
cooperation. Additionally, male and female football tournaments involving 12 teams (4
female and 8 male) were arranged by the Coaches. The importance of the day was
explained to the children, who then signed the Peace Manifesto (approximately 500
children signed the Manifesto).

NIGER

The Global Peace Games took place on November in the field of games of SOS
Children's Village Niamey. In the opening session, attended by over 200 participants,
the director of the Village read messages from Mr. Ogi and Mr. Blatter. This was
followed by a football match between SOS youth and a neighborhood team, basketball
games (boys and girls teams), and traditional wrestling. The children made sketches on
the theme of peace. At the close, the Peace Manifesto was read to the participants by an
SOS child and 106 signatures were collected.
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NIGERIA

This year for the first time, SOS Children’s Villages Nigeria organized the Global Peace
Games. The official celebration of the games took place in the SOS FIFA Football field
at SOS Children’s Village Owu-Ijebu, Ogun State. It began with signing of the Manifest
register, an SOS Children’s Villages prayer, Nigerian National Anthem, the recitation of
the UN Manifesto for peace by children, youth and guests, giving the handshake of
friendship, and reading of messages from Mr. Ogi and Mr. Blatter. 3 football matches
were followed by a tug of war game and a chorographic. A total of 532 children, youth,
and spectators participated.

PAKISTAN

The games in Pakistan were held on October 20-26 by Sports and Physical Education
Organization at Crescent Sports Complex Faisalabad. 16 Football Teams from Different
Cities at Provincial Levels played in a tournament which followed FIFA rules.

PALESTINIAN TERRITORIES

SOS Children’s Village Rafah organized
Peace Games, which included several
sporting activities like marathon (more than
50 runners), football matches (8 teams) and
for the fist time chess, besides telematch
games for all children in the village. SOS
Children’s Village Bethlehem organized
sport week beginning August 28. Games
included football (19 clubs), table tennis (50
children and adults), chess (20 children from
6 clubs), and a marathon (100 participants).
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PANAMA

SOS Children’s Village Panama celebrated the Global Peace Games on September 21.
As in previous years, we chose football,
because this is one of the favourite sports
for Panamanian childhood. At first, the
reason for celebrating the Global Peace
Games was explained to all people present.
Then the Manifesto was signed by a total of
135 children and adults. Afterwards began
the football match between Clelia School
and Llano Marín School. The friendly
game was won by Clelia School 2 goals to
0. After the match, the awarding of trophies
took place and we finished with
refreshments for all.

PARAGUAY

Sports and cultural activities within the Global Peace Games were conducted jointly by
the Children's Village Assumption (Zeballos Cue) and Hermann Gmeiner School
Assumption in October and November. On October 5, 800 students participated in a
gymnastics exhibition. On October 17 a “Teacher Forum” was attended by 120
professors. And on November 10 students in an arts festival demonstrated instrumental
music, dance, and theater. In addition, teachers and students had the opportunity to sign
the Manifesto of Peace.

PERU

Asociacion Civil Wara

ROMANIA

See BULGARIA
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RUSSIA

 On September 26, four teams including FIFA Ambassador Andrei Arshavin (captain of
the Russian national team) met on the football pitch in SOS Children’s Village Pushkin,
Russia, to be a part of the Global Peace Games. The matches were intense and catching,
full of action and passion. The friends of the village rewarded all the participants with
diplomas and gifts—sporting shoes, posters and CDs. All the participants put their
signature on the manifesto to support world culture and non-violence—in the end, the
manifesto gathered 197 signatures.

RWANDA

Amahoro Great Lakes, Kigali

SENEGAL

PLAY SOCCER Senegal commemorated the
World Day for Peace on November 24 at Pikine
Icotaf. The programme began with an address of
the site supervisor; the children then read
solemnly before the many participants messages
of Mr. Blatter and Mr Ogi. The fifty children
present were divided into five teams of ten. The
epic encounters were strongly applauded by the
spectators. Before closing a hearty snack and
drink were offered to children.

SERBIA

Games were organized by Street Sports in
Becej on September 21, with 144 children
taking part. The Football League was
organized in 17 cities and served 2,880
children between April and September.
SOS Children’s Villages, Kraljevo also
celebrated the World Peace Games in
September.
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SIERRA LEONE

Right To Play in Sierra Leone commemorated the celebration of the games from
October 25 to 27 by organizing a three-day “Football For Peace And Development” gala
and games in the project locations of Freetown, Makeni, Kono and Bo. The events –
which were highlighted by football galas in which four football teams from each project
location participated – were celebrated by more than 350 children in primary and
secondary school. In addition the games attracted distinguished local sports personalities,
top government officials, traditional leaders, youth leaders, and heads of schools.

SOUTH AFRICA

Grassroot Soccer and PLAY SOCCER South Africa organized the first intersite
Global Peace Games in South Africa. Children from the 7 Play Soccer/Grassroot sites
joined with other children from different parts of Gauteng. 16 teams of children played
soccer and attended educational workshops. All 152 children were asked to sign the
“Peace Contract.” In smaller events organized in each Play Soccer site, a total of 304
girls and 575 boys participated in games and workshops and signed the Global Peace
Games banner. Global Peace Games were also hosted by SOS Children’s Village in
Ennerdale, featuring a cultural dancing and beauty pageant and diverse sports including
soccer, netball, cricket, volleyball, hockey, chess, and rugby. Peace messages from Mr.
Ogi and Mr. Blatter were read. Touch the Game South Africa, Soweto scheduled games
for September 21-24.
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SPAIN

Sport and Development held the Games on October 7 at the Polideportivo Erandio. 90
girls on 8 soccer teams participated. In a gesture of respect and congratulations, the
players shook hands in the center of the field both before and after the matches. Before
200 spectators, messages from Mr. Ogi and Mr. Blatter were read. The Peace Manifesto
was read by the international soccer player of Venezuela Brenzy Soskibel Peña Urbina,
currently playing in Barakaldo Club women's soccer. Participants and accompanying
persons were able to sign the Manifesto before and during the activity.

TANZANIA

Bagamoyo Sports Club

THAILAND

In Tham Hin on November 16 and in Ban Don Yang on November 10, the Global Peace
Games were organized and led by Right To Play in Thailand, in partnership with the
Catholic Organization for the Emergency Relief of Refugees. Approximately 450
children from Tham Hin and Ban Don Yang refugee camps on the Thai-Burma border
participated in activities focusing on team and cooperation games, and peace education.
After the games, children from both sites signed the Peace Manifesto: 191 from Than Hin
(80 girls and 111 boys) and 255 from Ban Don Yang (110 girls and 145 boys).
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TOGO

Peace Games were held at SOS Children’s Villages in Kara, Lomé, and Dapaong. In
Kara the games consisted of 2 football matches and a conference-debate. During the two
events, the manifesto was circulated and signed by 529 participants. In Dapaong, boys
and girls football matches were followed by a games carnival. Mr. Ogi’s message was
read, and more than 1000 participants signed the Manifesto. In Lomé, a basketball
tournament brought together 4 teams. Mr. Ogi’s message was read, the handshake of
friendship was exchanged, and 71 signatures were collected for the Manifesto.

TUNISIA

Peace Games were held at SOS Children’s Villages in Mahrès, Siliana, and
Gammarth. In Mahrès, 72 schoolchildren took part in educational games, drawing and
writing, sporting and cultural events. Over 80 childeren in Siliana participated in
workshops, sports competitions, and cultural activities, with artistic activities reflecting
the symbol of peace, tolerance, and solidarity. SOS children in Gammarth were joined by
Scouts of Hammam-Lif with games, a painting contest symbolizing peace, a craft
workshop, and a football match. 52 children there signed the Manifesto for Peace.
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

A thousand children from the Big Apple and
Metrokids Leagues participated in the Global
Peace Games on a beautiful fall day in Flushing
Meadows Corona Park in New York City. The
crowd was greeted with a special message from
New York Mayor Michael Bloomberg as well
as messages from Mr. Ogi and Mr. Blatter.
After everyone practiced the FIFA fair play
handshake, the matches began early in the
morning and continued until the afternoon.
Soccer Tots from Falmouth Maine dedicated
one of 8 Saturday “Soccer as Education”
sessions to games for promoting Global Peace. Over 100 children aged 4-6 and 76
parents took part. Peace Games were also celebrated at Henneford Community College,
Minnesota, Episcopal School of Dallas, Texas, and  Montessori School at Emory,
Decatur, Georgia.

URUGUAY

SOS Children’s Village Salto celebrated the games on October 21. In addition to games,
children enjoyed the colors, the costumes, and the festive atmosphere. The Manifesto for
Peace was signed by all participants, and the special message from Mr. Ogi was read by
the Godfather of SOS Children’s Villages—a nationally recognized athlete. The day
ended with a gesture of friendship, the circle of hands.
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VENEZUELA

On October 20, SOS Children’s Village Maracay held Peace Games for the children of
the Village and surrounding communities. The children were joined by players of their
favorite local team. A total of 95 children and young people signed the Peace Manifest.
The children played traditional Venezuelan games (metras, perinolas, “halada del
mecate”, yoyos) as well as volleyball, indoor soccer, and kickball. They also witnessed
kempo and popular dances. All those present took away happy memories of the day
shared.

ZAMBIA

PLAY SOCCER held Global Peace Games on October 20 at Chipata Compound. A total
of 335 children and 21 coaches from Chipata and the other PLAY SOCCER sites
(Bauleni, Kamanga, Zingalume, Chazanga, Mandevu, Kalingalinga) took part in the
event, which included soccer games for girls and boys teams in different age categories.
PLAY SOCCER demonstrated activities on Health Development and Social
Development from its weekly sessions. Then the messages from Mr. Ogi and Mr. Blatter
were read. The children were provided with transportation from the other sites to Chipata.
Global Peace Games were also held in Zambia by Kalusha Bwalya Foundation and by
Right to Play.
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ZIMBABWE

SOS Children’s Village Bindura held the Global Peace Games at SOS Hermann
Gmeiner Primary School on September 21. Teams came from the various SOS Children’s
Village facilities as well as from the community and surrounding schools. Athletes took
part in football, basketball and rugby matches and singing, aerobics and marimba playing
contests were also held. All ages were catered for - from young kindergarten children to
youths almost ready to leave school. Community members gathered to watch the
spectacle and support the players. One of the basketball umpires concluded, “there was
friendship, fair play and the children really enjoyed the matches.”


